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Abstract: The Bangla text of the print advertisement is continuously being changed due to the influence of English 

for diverse reasons. This sheer impact may be termed as the Englishization of print advertisement. This paper analyzes 

the feature and frequency of the Englishization of Bangla sentences in print advertisements. Ultimately, this study 

scrutinizes how the Englishization of Bangla Print Advertisement works as an ideological apparatus for the capitalist 

regime. Data were collected from 50 advertisement taglines. The researcher selected advertisements directly from the 

widely- circulated national dailies in Bangladesh. The data were analyzed from the perspectives of Raymond Williams‟s 

essay “Advertising: The Magic System” and cultural studies scholar Stuart Hall‟s Encoding and Decoding Model of 

Communication. The findings of this research included: the romanization of Bangla texts, code-switching and code- 

borrowing in the Bangla texts, merging of English words with Bangla suffixes, both Bangla and English numerals in the 

same Bangla sentence, evidence of English and loan word acronyms in the same Bangla sentence. This research 

confirmed that the Englishization of Bangla print advertisements has developed further with time and has become an 

inevitable trend. Moreover, the Englishization of Bangla print advertisements is used to transform commodities into 

“fetishes”, which protects the interests of capitalism. 

Keywords: Englishization, Bangla Advertisement, Language Contact, Encoding, Decoding, Magic, Commodity 

Fetishism. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The English language came to this Indian subcontinent through colonialism, which ultimately helped to make 

contact with the Bangla language. In the twenty-first century, this linguistic contact is endlessly reshaping the features of 

the Bangla language. Being in contact with a truly global language which has enormous literature and modern 

technology, Bangla is either lessening and limiting its features or bringing the features of English. It is assumed that with 

continuous contact, the Bangla language has undergone a remarkable transformation in its phonology, morphology, 

syntax, and vocabulary.  

 

The study examines different types of influence of English on Bangla sentences considering some 

morphological and syntactical analyses. As English has a continuous influence and interference on Bangla text, 

particularly in the sentences used in the print advertisement, this study extracts the features of such influence and 

interference. Additionally, this study intends to inspect the role of English language use within Bangla print 

advertisement discourse taken from daily newspapers. Finally, the researcher scrutinized the nature of the bilingual 

advertisement from the perspective of Raymond Williams‟s essay “Advertising: The Magic System” and cultural studies 

scholar Stuart Hall‟s Encoding and Decoding Model of Communication.  
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
Linguistic code-switching or borrowing occurs when a speaker starts using a different language or dialect 

throughout the course of a talk. Defining borrowing is challenging because researchers use different terminology to refer 

to a number of different language contact phenomena and it is difficult to find generally accepted terminology. 

Borrowing means a word or phrase taken from one language and used in another language. For example, English 

borrowed Nota bene from Latin that means “note well”. When borrowing is a single word, it is called a loan word 

(Richards et al., 1987). Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 37) define borrowing as follows:  

“Borrowing is the incorporation of foreign features into a group's native language by speakers of that language: 

the native language is maintained but is changed by the addition of the incorporated features (Thomason & 

Kaufman, 1988).”  

 

Languages change when different languages come into contact with each other. Language contact is an 

unavoidable matter. Language change is a natural consequence of language contact situations. The term “Englishization” 

could loosely be understood as the process of becoming English (Kachru, 1994; Kachru, Y. & Nelson, C.L. 

2006). Englishization can be termed as defining the changes that take place in the language domains as a consequence of 

the domination of the English language. According to Tam (2023), Englishization has become one of the significant 

forces that shape the language and culture of the present and future world. 

 

“In literary writings as well as in daily conversation, English phrases and words are adopted and used in new 

ways which deviate from their meanings in the original language, resulting in the increasing hybridization of languages” 

(Tam, 2022).  

 

Numerous contact studies have been conducted to address different contact situations. In this regard, traces of 

Englishization in the different advertisements have been documented in various sociolinguistic situations and determined 

through both qualitative and quantitative research. Several sociolinguistic studies on German-English (Piller, 2001, p. 

157), Russian-English (Ustinova, 2006, p. 274), Yoruba-English (Banjo, 1986), Swahili-English (Mkilifi, 1972), Korean- 

English (Lee, 2006, p. 71), French-English (Martin, 2002, p. 8), Hindi-English (Bhatia and Ritchie, 2004: 535, Sridhar, 

1985), Mandarin-English (Singapore) (Wee, 2009) have established that Englishization is a dominant phenomenon all 

over the world with different frequency. Moreover, it creates new cross-linguistic features during language 

contact. These studies entail that when languages come in contact, they affect one another by transferring linguistic items 

from one language to another. So, Englishization is a product of language change and contact. 

 

Shanmuganathan and Ramasamy (2009) argued that advertisements are marketing tools that function as 

persuasive communication tools as they provide information about products and services put up for sale. Advertisers use 

language in order to draw the attention of certain customers and pledge the validity of products and services. Socio- 

cultural phenomena are embedded in these advertisements. 

 

Leech (1966) conducted a study on English in advertising regarding grammar, vocabulary, discourse and rhyme 

and rhetoric of advertising. He has efficiently associated these notions with the functional factors such as attention value, 

listenability/readability, memorability and selling power. 

 

Overall, the advertisement is obligatory for branding. The producer typically deploys a headline/tagline, 

picture/photo in the advertisement. The taglines carry the philosophies of the corporations. Notably, most companies use 

Banglish through romanization, code-switching, and word borrowing, which ultimately promotes the Englishization of 

Bangla print advertisements. The multinational companies of Bangladesh circulate advertisements in different 

newspapers of the country. Undoubtedly, Bangladesh has no formal „competition policy‟ (Raihan, 2007). 

 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA CATEGORIZATION 
This study incorporates two general approaches to gathering and reporting information: qualitative and 

quantitative approaches. Data have been randomly taken from the print advertisements of some high-ranking national and 

multinational companies in Bangladesh. Fifty single-tag lines or sentences from the advertisements were picked to 

conduct this sociolinguistic research (Appendix A). 

 

The phenomenon of language change and contact is anticipated to be a consequence of the interaction of several 

linguistic and nonlinguistic aspects. Language changes happen at almost all language contact levels – phonological, 

graphological, lexical, syntactical and semantic. Several Englishized syntactic and morphological features occurring in 

the texts were examined, recorded and categorized. Three examples are given below to substantiate the documented data:  

Example 1:       ১     smartphone deals                       প! 

Example 2:  প                  Vitamin A                      
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Example 3: ৫৯       2GB       ৭     Dial *121*3069* 

 

Three types of words are seen in the collected data: Bangla word, Loan word and English word. According to 

the use of these three types of words, three variants of sentence patterns are categorized:  

Sentence Pattern 1: Bangla Sentence Written with a mixture with Bangla word, Loan and English. The number of this 

type of pattern was found 22 out of 50. For example,  প                  Vitamin A                      

Sentence Pattern 2: Bangla Sentence Written with a mixture with Bangla word and English Word. The number of this 

type of pattern is 08 out of 50. For example,             AC ON     GONE 

Sentence Pattern 3: Bangla Sentence Written with a mixture with Bangla word and English Word. The number of this 

type of pattern is 20 out of 50. For example,                                                          

 

Data Analysis  

There is already clear evidence that Englishization has hardly left any sentence untouched within this lexis-level 

analysis. In order to appreciate the range of the phenomenon, it may be helpful to look at some examples which present 

the sociolinguistic dimensions of Englishization. A frequency count of three types of words (Bangla, Loan and English) 

has been given to indicate the development of sentence patterns: 

 

Table 1: Sentence Pattern and Word Frequency 

Type Sentence Pattern Bangla 

Word 

Loan 

Word 

English Total 

1 Bangla Sentence Written with a mixture with Bangla 

word, Loan and English (22 Sentences) 

149 61 43  

2 Bangla Sentence Written with a mixture with Bangla 

word and English Word (08 Sentences) 

44 - 32  

3 Bangla Sentence Written with a mixture with Bangla 

word and Loan Word (20 Sentences) 

110 75 -  

 Total (50 Sentences) 303(61%) 136(25%) 75(14%) 514(100%) 

 

In discussing the sociolinguistic dimensions of Englishization, it is helpful to illustrate some tendencies of such 

patterns and to mention some preferred functional domains for lexicalization from English. As this paper extensively 

analyzes the feature and frequency of Englishization of Bangla sentences in print advertisements, an overview of each 

feature is given below:  

 

Firstly, Englishization at the lexical level involves different frequencies. In order to compose fifty commercial 

tag lines/sentences, a total of 514 words have been used, where a quarter of words are loan words written in Bangla 

script. The number of Bangla words is 303 (61%), whereas 14% are pure English words composed using Roman/Latin 

script. 

 

Secondly, in this language contact, code-mixing has intensified the process of Englishization. In this research, 

English words have been used and mixed with Bangla suffixes: Wowbox- , GP lounge- , GP Music- , program- . 

There are four examples have been recorded in this research. When it comes to loan words, a good number of suffixes 

(31 suffixes from 136 loan words) have been used and merged with loan words written in Bangla script. According to the 

data, Bangla suffixes have been combined either with the Roman Script or Bangla Script. These morphemes function as 

suffixes. Among these morphemes, the following are found to be in the widest frequency:        ,     ,         , 

      ,     ,    প   ,          প  ,            ,     ,        ,       ,       . In summary, as 

demonstrated by the above examples, these usages of the suffixes must be a result of the influence of English.  

 

Thirdly, numeral or numbers are very important in the discourse of advertisement. According to the collected 

data, a good number of examples are found where English numerals are used in Bangla sentences, for example SMS 

7464, 179 4GB, 1mbps, 8 GB at Tk.400, 150% extra volume, 100% Papaya & Camelia Seed Oil Extract. Most 

surprisingly, it is also recorded that both Bangla and English numerals have been written in the same Bangla sentence. 

For example,                 ১৪              2Mbps         প 3G                 ২০০০    GP-GP    

SMS. In this Bangla sentence, „১৪‟ is written in Bangla numeric digit whereas 2Mbps or 3G is written in English 

numeric digit.  

 

Fourthly, acronyms help to shorten the way of expressing an idea, a word or a phrase. In Business word, 

acronyms play a vital role. In this research, English acronyms are observed inside the Bangla sentences, such as SMS, 

F&F, 3GB, GP-GP. Surprisingly, loan word acronyms have also been recorded such as    প-   প.  
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DISCUSSION 
The Englishization of Bangla text in the print advertisement is likely used to stimulate the consumerist ideology. 

Englishization enriches the trust, reliability and credibility of the product. Not only English but also other languages, 

such as the Arabic word Halal (/həˈlɑːl/; Arabic: حلال, ḥalāl) are used to attract a specific group of customers such as 

Muslims. Code-switching and loan words create a sense of the credibility of the advertised products among consumers. 

Ultimately, Englishization functions as ideological apparatus. The producer encodes a message in such a way that the 

consumer feels to buy that product. This whole process works as a magic system proposed by Williams (1961). Stuart 

Hall argued that messages possess a “complex structure of dominance” in the capitalist regime (During, 1999). 

 

As per Williams (1961), the history of advertising is old. Fly-posters and handbills (throwaways) were very 

common during the nineties as well as today. Different casual laborer using advertising vans and vehicles crowded the 

Victorian London streets. Williams describes the history of advertising by recalling: 

“The three thousand year old papyrus from Thebes, offering a reward for a runaway slave, the paintings of 

gladiators, …..and the fly bills on the pillars of the Forum in Rome (Williams, 1961)”. 

 

Undoubtedly, the industrial revolution changed the nature of advertisement. According to the newspaper (The 

Eastbourne Gazette and Fashionable Intelligencer):  

“Competition is the soul of business, …………….Advertising is an open, fair, legitimate and respectable means 

of competition; bearing upon its face the impress of free-trade, and of as much advantage to the consumer as the 

producer” (Williams, 1961)”. 

 

Williams' "Advertising Magic System" discovers the fact behind consumerism and society gyrating around it. 

Williams defines the magic of advertisements to be "a highly organized and professional system of magical inducements 

and satisfactions (Williams, 1961)". The advertisement makes an emotional or sensitive link to the product. This 

emotional attachment makes the advertisement appear beneficial for the consumer. These advertisements convey a moral 

lesson that induces the consumer to buy the product. Another form of magic conveys an advertisement's charisma, 

making viewers realize they "must require" a product. According to Williams, advertising is “magic” because: 

“It transforms commodities into glamorous signifiers (turning a car into a sign of masculinity, for instance) and 

these signifiers present an imaginary, in the sense of unreal, world. Most of all, capitalism makes us forget how 

much work and suffering went into the production of commodities. Williams‟s history aims to dis-enchant 

capitalism: to show us what it really is. It might be objected, of course, that advertising‟s magic (like many 

magics) actually works: that, today, the use-value of many commodities is their signifying-function (Williams, 

1961)”. 

 

The advertisement shows that a car is a sign of manliness and a washing machine is an object of envy to our 

neighbors. Thus, the advertisement creates an artificial crisis to allure the viewers. However, both these products are 

necessary for us. Williams also opined that advertisement is a necessary part of the economy and modern advertisement 

promotes economic imperialism. Advertising is transformed into a key part of capitalist organization: 

“It is increasingly the source of finance…………………., to the extent that in 1960 our majority television 

service and almost all our newspapers and periodicals could not exist without it. Further, in the last forty years 

and now at an increasing rate, it has passed the frontier of the selling of goods and services and has become 

involved with the teaching of social and personal values; it is also rapidly entering the world of politics. 

Advertising is also, in a sense, the official art of modern capitalist society (Williams, 1961)”. 

 

Advertisement is a media text. To explain a media text, the Encoding and Decoding model of communication 

proposed by cultural studies scholar Hall in 1973 can be used. According to Hall, this theory falls under reception theory 

as the audience seems to be active in the process of making meaning from a media text. As per Hall, communication is 

the process of making meaning and messages by using codes. There are two definitive factors in the way of making 

messages through codes, such as encoding and decoding. The process of encoding involves the media producers putting 

the intended meaning of the media text into the media contents. It is based on their ideologies, intentions, and the 

technology applications that they have access to. It means that the ideologies of the media producers are incorporated into 

media content. The audience deciphers the connotation of the director's encoding during the decoding phase. It is based 

on the audience's ideologies and the technology that is available to them. It is entirely up to the viewers to figure out how 

to interpret and perceive the director's message. The Encoding and Decoding model of communication consists of three 

different ways of decoding media text: dominant or preferred reading, oppositional reading and negotiated reading. In the 

dominant or preferred reading, the receiver accepts the actual meaning directly and deciphers it precisely the way it was 

encoded. In oppositional reading, the viewer comprehends the preferred reading but completely rejects it. The audience 

decodes a totally different message. The middle ground between dominant and oppositional reading is called negotiated 

reading. Readers may acknowledge the dominant message but only partially accept it as the producer intended. The 
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position of a negotiated reading is a combination of accepting and rejecting components (Nur, 2021; During, 1999). A 

customer is finally convinced to buy the advertised product through this accepting and rejecting phase.  

 

In his book Das Kapital or Capital (1867), Karl Marx argued that a commodity emerges to the customer as if by 

magic in a capitalist regime. Importantly, its appearance is separate from the labor that went into making it. Marx refers 

to this process as "commodity fetishism." The word “fetish” (also spelled fetich) refers to a charisma believed to 

comprise magical or spiritual influences (“Fetishism, n.d.”). Product is often magically advertised using attractive and 

sensual Englishized words; seldom is it characterized in terms of its utility as Marx opines: „the mystical character of 

commodities does not originate… in their use-value. Just as little does it proceed from the nature of the determining 

factors of value‟ (2012 [1867]). Moreover, the producers always try to attach celebrities to the products to enhance the 

magical quality of the products. Ultimately, the products start to represent success, glitz, and grandeur. Under commodity 

fetishism, the quality of the products is unimportant; what counts are the values that the potential customer assigns to 

them (Raine, n.d.).  

 

It is evident that the producer encodes a message through Banglish in the advertisement. This Banglish language 

attracts the audience by providing an extra eminence of that particular product. Moreover, Englishization transforms 

commodities into glamorous signifiers, and these signifiers present an imaginary world. The consumer feels an artificial 

crisis to possess the advertised product as he or she is in the imaginary world. Furthermore, advertisements are highly 

sophisticated and organized tools to attract people quickly. Additionally, the texts used in the advertisements are lucrative 

enough to draw the attention of the mass people. The advertisements are so strong medium that people are encouraged to 

change their behavior. Advertisement aims to convince a customer that he or she cannot live without the product. 

Romanization, code switching, code borrowing between Bangla and English in the advertisement are contributing highly 

to the way of Englishization. Thus, the Englishization of Bangla print advertisement transforms commodities into 

“fetishes” and works as an ideological apparatus for the capitalist regime. 

 

CONCLUSION  
Based on empirical research, this study presents the scenario of Bangla-English language contact in print 

advertisements in the form of Englishization. The findings show that transformations in advertised texts are triggered by 

the different and numerous contemplations that these modifications are natural and inevitable. The results of this research 

include the following: 

 English words have been mixed with Bangla suffixes, 

 Both Bangla and English numerals have been written in the same Bangla sentence, and 

 Both English and loan word acronyms have been recorded in the Bangla sentence. 

 

These usages ultimately express the domination of English in the print advertisement of Bangla newspapers. 

Furthermore, this research proves that romanization, code-switching, code borrowing between Bangla and English in the 

advertisements are contributing highly to the way of Englishization. Notably, the advertisement is one of the best 

weapons to impose the ideologies of the companies upon a certain community. Orthographical text has the scope to reach 

maximum readers due to its sustainability and durability. Finally, it is evident that Englishization promotes capitalism 

transforming commodities into “fetishes”.  
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APPENDIX- A 

SL Text Bangla Words Loan Words English Words 

1.                  Coolest world   

   প               ১৩৮      , 

     ২২              ১ প    /   . ২৪ 

   ,                

                      

১৩৮      ,      ২২      ১ 

প    ২৪    ,         

   প            

          .        

Coolest world  

2.               sms  খ   প    

         

              খ  

 প     

         sms  

3.  -Mojo Presents                

-  প        প    Mojo <space> 

 প    AGE <space> DISTRICT    

       খ SMS     7464        ।  

               

 প     প              খ  

     

 

-  প        

        

-Mojo Presents  

Mojo <space> AGE 

<space> DISTRICT  

SMS 7464  

 

4.  SYMPHONY B7             ১,০৯৯ 

     ।  

    ১,০৯৯      ।           SYMPHONY B7  

5.             ১/২ প                

    ১২    –     ৮      ৯    F&F 

         -        

    ১/২ প                

    ১২    –     ৮      ৯ 

            -        

        

 

 F&F  

 

6.                                 

        ,                        ১/৪ 

                    Dove      

                ।  

                               

।  

Dove  

7.                   ১৪              

 2Mbps         প 3G            

     ২০০০    GP-GP    SMS 

             ১৪           

২০০০    

                  

   প         

      

2Mbps  

3G  

GP-GP  

SMS 

8.   প                          

eatlapps.com        EETL Apps    প   

                            প  

              

 প                    

                     

                 

   প        

   প           

eatlapps.com EETL 

Apps  

9.                                 

freshness 

                   

      freshness 

       freshness 

10.  Dettol       ১               প          ১                প    Dettol  
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SL Text Bangla Words Loan Words English Words 

                

11.  ১৪৯          প            ১০ 

        ১০    sms         

১৪৯               ১০       

     

   প     sms  

12.  Wowbox-          পপ            

             

            পপ   

         

       

Wowbox-   

 

13.                     GP lounge-  

     ১০০          ! 

           ১০০    !          ! GP lounge-   

14.        ১     smartphone deals      

                 প! 

      ১                            প! smartphone deals! 

15.         program-   প         

       ১৫%         

          প         

       ১৫%  

         program-   

16.                  প           

      ।                          

         প             প         

      প     । 

       ?      খ        YUMMY! 

 খ    AWESOME! 

                  

                   

প             প         

      প     । 

        খ         

 খ     

 প           

      । 

             

    ?  

 

 YUMMY 

AWESOME! 

17.           -           প           

3GB প            

         প        প            3GB  

18.             ৩৪       512MB    প-

   প     প   /  . 

১ প   /  /    প-     প      

        প   /  . 

১ প   /  /  প      

          প-   প  

 

   প-  প      

 512MB  

 

19.  179       4GB       ৭            

           *121*3084* 

             ৭                         179 4GB 

 *121*3084* 

20.       vim        ,                                      ,         

 

vim  

21.   প                  Vitamin A 

                     

 প                  

           

             Vitamin A  

22.                            প   । 

                 ৩০০০       ২   

017AB-XXYYZZ            ।  

                    প   । 

    ৩০০০       ২   

           ।  

       

             

         

017AB-XXYYZZ  

 

23.              AC ON     GONE                   AC ON GONE 

24.                              1mbps 8 

GB at Tk.400      150% extra volume 

                        

          

 1mbps 8 GB at 

Tk.400 150% extra 

volume 

25.  100% Papaya & Camelia Seed Oil Extract 

                      প         

               

                      

প                        

 100% Papaya & 

Camelia Seed Oil 

Extract 

26.           খ    খ  Silk            

     

         খ    খ       

           

 Silk  

27.  ৫৯       2GB       ৭     Dial 

*121*3069* 

৫৯             ৭       2GB Dial 

*121*3069* 

28.  100 MB internet     ১০      !     ১০      !  100 MB internet  

29.  GP Music-  ১০০       Special Playlist 

১০           

১০০       ১০            GP Music-  Special 

Playlist 

30.  ৫৯       2GB       ৭     Dial 

*121*3069* 

৫৯             ৭       2GB Dial 

*121*3069* 

31.                              

32.                        ৫-১৫% প    

        !  

            ৫-১৫% প    

        !  

            

33.                                         

           ! 

        প                       

                  ।  

                         

        প               

         

 

                  

        ! 

                   

  

 

 

 

34.                            ১  

         ! 

     ১                

               

 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=AJOqlzXvrt8pP_gBA2zkF_f1jTPDl0jBmQ:1676181296026&q=%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9C&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiY8en1pY_9AhXuTWwGHQlcBGYQBSgAegQIBxAB
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=AJOqlzXvrt8pP_gBA2zkF_f1jTPDl0jBmQ:1676181296026&q=%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9C&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiY8en1pY_9AhXuTWwGHQlcBGYQBSgAegQIBxAB
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=AJOqlzXvrt8pP_gBA2zkF_f1jTPDl0jBmQ:1676181296026&q=%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%9A%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%9C&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiY8en1pY_9AhXuTWwGHQlcBGYQBSgAegQIBxAB
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SL Text Bangla Words Loan Words English Words 

  ! 

35.   ২০                          

 ৪০০%         

 ২০                  ৪০০%                     

36.                              

                          

         

                     

          

            

 

37.               প                    !             !          প       

         

  

38.   খ  ৫             ৫             

             *প                  

               

 খ  ৫             ৫    

             *প   

               

                  

       

 

39.                      প           

                      প  

       প     

       প                 

       প  প     

                

        

 

40.  -০%         ১২০               

প       

-১                 ২                

            

১২০               প       

 

 

-০%          

                 

                  

  

41.         „                 ‟-       

                                   

                                 

                       খ   „      ‟ 

                         

                       

                         

                      খ   

„      ‟ 

         

        ‟-       

          

 

42.                                  

                        

                       

              

             

       

 

43.                ৩১                                  ৩১                      

44.                 ২০০%        ২০০%                 

       

 

45.          ১            ৫২               ১      ৫২                

             

 

46.                  ১০             

      ।         -  ১১%         

            ১০       

            । ১১%  

            -  

১১%         

 

47.          ১                      

       

        ১                               

48.                        প           

    

                     

 প           

    

 

49.                                                

50.                                                            

     । 

 

 


